Digital Slide Archiving

University Camera

Preserve your family’s photo history for future generations.
All slides will be corrected for under-exposure and color-corrected using digital photo
software by our staff. However, different slide collections present different jobs.
Requirements for bulk digital slide archiving:
• All slides must be in slide carousel trays. If you don’t have carousels, you may
check them out from University Camera with a deposit. This way you can choose
and order which slides you’d like us to archive.
• All slides will be scanned as you have placed them in the carousel. If we see
one is wrong-side up or backwards, we’ll fix this. But we don’t catch everything.
Please load your slides carefully! (See our directions for loading slides.)

Bulk Digital Slide Archiving:
(Slides already in carousel tray)
___________________________________
1-9 slides................... $ 1.50 each
10-40 slides............... $ 1.25 each
41-100 slides.............. $ .99 each
100-250 slides........... $ .89 each
251-500 slides ........... $ .79 each
501-1000 slides......... $ .50 each
1000 + ....................... $ .39 each

If you have boxes and boxes of “loose” slides you’d like archived, but don’t want to sort
through them yourself, we’re more than happy to do this for you!
(Prices below are for slides that are not pre-loaded into carousel trays and reflect the
significant amount of handling time this requires.)

“Shoebox” Slide Digital Archiving:
(Slides NOT in carousel tray)
_____________________________________
1-9 slides................... $ 2.25 each
10-40 slides............... $ 1.90 each
41-100 slides.............. $ 1.49 each
100-250 slides ........... $ 1.35 each
251-500 slides ........... $ 1.29 each
501-1000 slides......... $ .75 each
1000+ slides.............. $ .60 each

*Note: Old slides have sometimes been forgotten in an attic or basement, and
unfortunately they show it. If your slides are very dusty and would benefit from
additional care, University Camera will contact you about adding this service to your
order. The cost is $20 per carousel (or $20 for every 80 slides).

